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Our clients often have a hard time understanding the purpose of measuring VTA during
retargeting campaigns. For UA campaigns, measuring VTA for UA often comes with
added costs to the app marketer and little added value. Retargeting is a completely
different domain where there are no added costs to the advertiser, and in fact app

publishers can be losing out on valuable users if they’re not measuring VTA. Let’s clear up
some common misconceptions about measuring VTA for retargeting, and get into why

app publishers may be missing out on high value users if they’re skipping VTA.



What is VTA?

VTA or view-through attribution is the ability to receive a conversion that’s attributed to a
retargeting partner even if the user that was served the impression didn’t click on the ad.

All retargeting campaigns are measured by default with click-through attribution: the
retargeting partner gets credit for all clicks on all ads over a seven-day period, or
attribution window. This window can be changed depending on the client’s needs, but
seven days is the default.

VTA allows app publishers to accurately measure the impact of their ads outside of a
click. We’ve found through our work with app publishers that there’s a large number of
app users who do not click on the ad shown to them, and instead open the app on their
phone directly. By activating view-through attribution, publishers are able to measure the
impact of these users, whereas by only measuring click-through attribution, they would be
only getting a partial picture of their campaign performance

The impact of VTA

Our default window for measuring VTA during a standard campaign is 24 hours. Through
our many campaigns, we’ve found this to be the ideal amount of time in between
impression and action.
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The chart above represents the elapsed time between the impression served and app
reopen for users who did not click on the ad. The orange line indicates the baseline for
how many app opens occur on an hourly basis on average.

It’s clear that the number of app opens is way above average within the first hour of the
impression being served, and decreases steadily over the course of 24 hours. After 30
hours, the number of app opens hovers around or drops below the baseline until 72
hours, where it drops definitively below.

These figures are an average that we’ve come up with based on our experience with other
app marketers activating VTA. It’s essential that publishers looking to begin measuring
the impact of VTA analyze their app audience and determine the ideal window of time for
their app. It could be 24 hours, or it could be even less than 24 hours.

Example use case

Just to offer an example, say you're an app marketer buying ad inventory from two
different app publishers. The cost for both app publishers is 5K. We display ads in each
app publisher (A and B in the table below). In app publisher A, our creative results in 100
click-through conversions. However, there are a number of users who were served the ad
re-opened the app without clicking on the ad itself, resulting in 750 view-through
conversions. On the ads served with app publisher B, we received 120 click-through
conversions, but only 500 view-through conversions.
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If we’re not measuring VTA, we will believe that inventory from app publisher B performs
better than app publisher B. This means we’ll devote more resources to bidding on
publisher B’s inventory. However, if we’re armed with these VTA insights, we’ll see that the
inventory from publisher A is much more impactful than that of publisher B. We can bid
more aggressively on publisher A’s inventory, and devote fewer resources to app publisher
B’s as it’s not as valuable to us.

What does VTA cost?

As we mentioned at the outset, one of the main reasons our clients are hesitant to
activate VTA is because they are used to working with VTA for UA.

When measuring the impact of UA, often app marketers must pay in cost per install or
CPI, meaning that they pay for every new install. For example, let’s say an app agrees to
pay $5 per install. The UA partner runs high impression volumes, a portion of those ads
result in clicks, and a portion of those clicks end in an install. The partner is paid $5 per
install. In this scenario, if view-through is enabled, their UA partner will also get paid for
every install that happened after the impression was served within the given time window.
This can add up quickly and most app marketers aren’t willing to foot the bill for the extra
cost.

The situation differs for retargeting in one significant way: VTA comes at no extra cost to
the app marketer. Regardless of whether or not our client activates VTA, our model runs
on CPC or cost per click; there’s no added charge for users that opened the app after
viewing the ad rather than clicking on it. In short, greater campaign visibility for the exact
same price.

Don’t let your campaign go to waste

The best moment to measure VTA is when running a campaign with high-impact
creatives such as playables or video. Smaller banner ads or less impactful formats may
not offer that much of a difference, but for high impact formats it’s important to get a
complete picture of your campaign performance. At Adikteev, our creative studio
develops these high-impact ad formats free of charge for our clients. Our playable and
video ads are proven to drive high engagement from app users of all verticals, making it
even more important to get a complete picture of their impact on your campaign.

Since VTA comes at no extra charge to the app marketer, there’s no reason not to begin
measuring its impact on your campaigns. In fact, you may be losing out on potential high
value users by ignoring VTA, and focusing instead on less valuable inventory. When
working with one of our gaming clients, we found that the campaign generated 7x the
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return on ad spend (ROAS) when we factored in VTA, significantly higher than measuring
CTA alone.

There’s no downside and no catch for marketers looking to get a complete picture of their
campaign performance. Get in touch to schedule a demo to learn more about how VTA
can increase campaign visibility and accurately measure performance.
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